where i -1,2,..., m, each u l (0) > 0, the e, and p l j are real constants and the e^ are so chosen that the system has a positive stationary solution («¿) = (pi). The system is called globally asymptotically stable if every solution («¿) tends to (pt) as t -» oo. Suppose we have another system like this one, with n unknowns V{ instead of Ui and positive stationary solution ((ft) instead of (pi). We form a system inm+n unknowns (u, v) by joining some of the vertices of the graph G(p) to some of those of G(q). If the original systems are globally asymptotically stable, what additional conditions ensure global asymptotic stability of the larger system so obtained? That is the question with which this paper is concerned.
values Ui(0). Stability depends on the m x m coupling matrix p = (j>ij), which is conveniently described by its labeled graph. As explained in [1] , the labeled graph G(p) has a black dot • at each vertex i at which pa < 0 and an open circle o at i if pa = 0. Two distinct vertices i and j are joined if Pij ^ 0 or pji ^ 0. For the most part we deal with the undirected graph, which is given by this description. When convenient, however, we consider that the edge associated with p^ is directed from i to j if i < j.
Suppose next that we have another system like (1), namely, Here q = (qij) is a square matrix of order n . We form a larger system of m + n equations with m + n unknowns (u, v) by joining some of the vertices of G{p) to those of G(q). If both (1) and (2) are globally asymptotically stable, what can be said about the stability properties of the larger system so obtained? That is the question with which this paper is concerned.
It will be found that the answer involves two quite different considerations, and that each of these requires the same pair of hypotheses. The first hypothesis pertains to the class of matrices p and q and the second to the nature of the coupling between the two systems.
The class of matrices
We write p G AQ if there are positive constants ai such that, in the order induced by quadratic forms, (aiPij) < 0. This means that for all 
i,j=l
If the latter inequality is strict unless all X{ = 0, then p € These conditions were introduced by Volterra and have played a prominent role in the theory of (1) ever since. But many important properties fail when we have only p € Ao, and the hypothesis p e Ai, though sufficient for the main results, is far too restrictive. The deeper study of (1) depends on a more subtle condition, intermediate between p G AQ and p G Ai, which is described next.
Following [1, 2] , it is said that p G A if p G A 0 and if p remains in AQ under all sufficiently small perturbations of its nonzero elements. This provided e is sufficiently small. Here || • || can be any of the usual norms; for example, the maximum norm. The class A is appropriate, because in any realistic problem the nonzero coefficients are known with only limited precision. We restrict the perturbation to nonzero coefficients to ensure that the graph remains unchanged. In ecology, change of the graph leads to a wholly new problem and cannot be considered as a small perturbation. The multipliers a* for p need not be the same as the multipliers a* for p.
The stability problem for (1) was solved for p € A in the papers [1, 2] , to which the present paper is a sequel. The solution depends on construction of a reduced graph R(p) from G(p). This construction is quite easy even for systems of large size and is illustrated by numerous examples in [1] . It turns out that the reduced graph is always one of three types: (•), (•,©) or (•, ©, o). In the first case the reduced graph has • at each vertex and the corresponding differential-equation system is globally asymptotically stable. In the second case each vertex of R(p) has either • or ©, and at least one vertex has ©. Then conditional stability holds; that is, each solution of the corresponding system has a limit as t -• oo but the limit depends on the initial condition. In the last case R(p) has at least one vertex o and there is a matrix p 6 A, with the same labeled graph as p, for which the corresponding differential-equation system has a nonconstant periodic solution.
Here we consider only the problem of global asymptotic stability, for which the basic assumption is that both R(p) and R(q) are of type (•). The same technique applies to other cases. For example if R(p) and R(q) are each of type (•) or (•, ©), and at least one is of type (•, ©), then R(S) is of type (•,©) and hence the solutions of the larger system for S are conditionally stable.
We will need two properties, the first of which was already mentioned above:
(i) If the reduced graph is of type (•) and the matrix is of type A, then the corresponding differential-equation system is globally asymptotically stable.
(ii) Addition of an edge in G(p) joining two vertices labeled • does not change the type of the reduced graph.
The nature of the coupling
When the two systems (1) and (2) are coupled to form a larger system, we agree that the new edges effecting this coupling always begin and end on a vertex labeled •. In other words they join a vertex • of G(p) to a vertex • of G(q). To introduce directed edges we consider that the m + n unknowns (u, v) G(q), or that all be directed from G(q) to G(p) .
Here is a graph-theoretic formulation of the main theorem:
THEOREM 1G. With p & A and q € A, suppose the reduced graphs R(p) and R(q) are both of type Then the system obtained when the two systems (1) and (2) are coupled in the manner described is globally asymptotically stable.
Proof. By (ii) the reduced graph for the larger system is also of type •, and this gives global asymptotic stability by (i) provided the matrix corresponding to the larger system is in the class A. That S € A is seen in the proof of Theorem 1M below.
Matrix formulation
Here is a matrix formulation of the main result: 
Then S € A, and if the reduced graphs associated with p and q are both of type the system associated with S is globally asymptotically stable.
Once we know S € A, the second statement follows from Theorem 1G. The following proof is based on the first matrix (3). Proof for the second matrix is similar, or this case can be settled by considering the transpose.
Proof. We show that S € A. An admissible perturbation of p is a matrix p such that Pij = 0 <i=> pij -0 and, in the sup norm, \\p -p\\ < e where e > 0. By abuse of language, we say that the perturbation is of size e and is small if e is small. Thus A is the class of square matrices p such that each sufficiently small admissible perturbation p of p satisfies p G Ao-It suffices to show S € AQ. This is true because if we make a sufficiently small admissible perturbation of S, the matrix S so obtained satisfies the same hypothesis as S did. The conclusion S € AQ implies S G A.
Let p and q be of orders m and n respectively. A multiplier for p is a positive diagonal matrix a of size mxm such that, in the sense of quadratic forms, ap < 0.
On the union of Volterra-type populations
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If a is a multiplier for p and b for q, we introduce block matrices Here each 0 stands for the zero matrix such that the 2x2 block matrix containing it is square and of order m + n. With this convention we also set Let e be positive but so small that p and q remain in Ao after an admissible perturbation of size e. We define p £ , P e , q e , Q e to be the matrices obtained from p, P, q, Q, respectively, when all their nonzero diagonal elements are replaced by -e and all their other elements are replaced by 0. The changes from p to p -p e and from q to q -q t are perturbations of size e and are admissible if e is sufficiently small. Hence we can find multipliers a and b for these matrices which in turn yield diagonal matrices A and B such that, in analogy to the notation introduced above,
A{P -P e ) < 0, B(Q -Q e ) < 0.
If we define matrices G and H by
then GH = HG = RG = HR = 0. In the following calculation we use first (5) and then (6). With A a positive scalar it follows from this and from the equation
S = (P -P e ) + (Q -Q e ) + (R + P £ + Qe)
that (A + XB)S < AP e + AR + XBQ e . To write out the quadratic form associated with the matrix on the right above, let a vector of R m+n be given as (u, v) with u G R m and v 6 R n . It will be found that the terms of the quadratic form in which r^ = 0 are all < 0 and a typical term for which rij ^ 0 is
This term, and therefore the sum of all such terms, is < 0 if A is sufficiently large. Hence S E AQ.
Discussion
The hypotheses p 6 A, q € A are necessary for the conclusions in [1, 2] , hence necessary for the conclusions reached here. The hypothesis puqjj = 0 r^ = 0 is also necessary, as is shown by the simplest examples. The admits a multiplier a such that ap < 0 if and only if a -f-ft = 0, hence this p is never in A though it can be in AQ. This shows that A cannot be replaced by Volterra's class Ao in the first statement of Theorem 1M even if the condition puqjj = 0 r^ = 0 is fulfilled. The matrices p and q in Theorem 1 form a chain of one many-strand link, since the edges joining them are directed. Starting with S instead of p we can form a chain of two links, and so on. The separate links are each directed, but their directions need not be related to one another. By this process we can start with small matrices that are easily analyzed and build up matrices of large size which belong to the class A and for which the corresponding system is globally asymptotically stable.
The proof of Theorem 1M shows that if we have a multiplier a for p and b for q, a multiplier for S can be found in the form a + Xb or Aa + b where A >> 1.
By repeated use of this result one can construct large matrices of class A for which a more direct attempt to find a multiplier could exceed the capacity of the largest computers. The problem of finding a useful necessary and sufficient condition for p € A is nowhere near a solution, and it may even be NP hard.
